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Why Team Building?

The capability of the whole is more than the sum of the parts: our experience of
highly effective teams shows this consistently.

Sucessful teams have at their core shared purpose and
goals, underpinned by a climate of psychological safety and
trust that enables real conversations to happen that propel
the collective forwards. However, sometimes barriers
get in the way and prevent people from working together
as well as they could. Communication and openness are
usually at the heart of effective team functioning, and
this is often the starting point for the developmental
workshops that we design and deliver for clients.
Whether working with a Board, a functional or a project
team, our approach makes a sustainable and positive
difference to how people collaborate and achieve results
from working together.
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You will find our team workshops particularly helpful when:
• a new team has formed and needs to reach optimum
functioning quickly;
• team composition or roles have changed and you need
to review how aligned you are and how best to work
together;
• a team wants time out to tackle key business issues and
to reinforce commitment to working together;
• the dynamic within an existing team is not working, is
impacting negatively on performance and morale, and
an effective and immediate solution is needed.

Our Approach
Psychological
Insight & Tools

The complete
team workshop
solution
Facilitation
skills

Business
context

We combine seasoned facilitation skills with an ability to quickly understand your
organisational and business context.

Then we add in the ingredient that makes us different from others - our expertise as organisational psychologists in human
behaviour at work. Like many others we know what characterises great teams. But it’s our psychological insight into what
enables people to work together effectively and the tools and approaches we deploy that supports team development in
simple, practical ways that delivers the sustainable performance gains needed. See overleaf for an example.
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What we do in practice

Working with the Executive team in a global organisation, our process looked like this;

1. Identifying what you need - We started by researching and
getting to understand the overall business and organisational
context. Then we talked to the team to understand the
current team status and what the overarching objectives for
a workshop were. This initial work provided the basis of our
recommendations on how to proceed, and enabled us to set
out and agree the criteria to measure the success of what we
subsequently implemented.

2. Working one to one - Our next step was to gather
specific information from each team member. The aim here
was twofold: firstly to gain further insight into issues and
challenges from individual perspectives, and secondly to
promote individual self-insight into work and interrelating
styles through administering and giving feedback on
personality questionnaires.

3. Designing a great workshop - Utilising the information
gathered, we designed a one-day workshop that met with the
specific needs identified. Our design incorporated stimulating
and thought-provoking exercises relevant to the business
context, insights from the psychology of teams and related
areas, and a clear process that focussed on the achievement of
workshop objectives.

4. Facilitating the event and evaluating its impact - We
facilitated the workshop using the personality profiles and
specific exercises to stimulate open communication around
key issues. This enabled the team to develop and commit
to action plans to implement back at work. Our evaluation
three months later provided clear evidence of performance
improvements which the team directly attributed to what had
happened at this workshop.
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What you’ll gain

Our workshops improve team performance because they:

•
•
•
•

accelerate relationship building between individuals which translates into improved collective performance;
equip teams to problem-solve and play to respective strengths more systematically and effectively;
break down barriers and unhelpful perceptions between people in order to bring about necessary changes;
provide a shared and positive experience that reinforces team identity, cohesiveness and morale.

Get in touch to explore how we could be igniting the effectiveness
of your teams through our Team Development Events.
Contact Jenna Pilley on jpilley@oxfordhr.co.uk
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